
SUBDIVISION: Approved Color Schemes

LOCATION: Scottsdale, AZ, 85251

Scheme 1

DEC751 Ash Gray
Main Body
RL#654

DEC741 Bone White
Trim Option 1
RL#604

DET432 Rose de Mai
Trim Option 2
RL#729

DET630 Renwick Brown
Trim Option 3
RL#927

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

188531-000

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Phoenix-Arcadia - 187
4201 E Thomas Road

(602) 825-2172

Tempe - 023
1719 E Southern Ave

(480) 968-9492

ScottsdaleContractor-084
8350EEvansRd#F2

(480) 607-7165

Villa Monterey 2

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Approved Color Schemes

LOCATION: Scottsdale, AZ, 85251

Scheme 2

DEC724 Spanish White
Main Body
RL#618

DEA002 Black
Trim Option 1
RL#476

DET421 Le Corbusier Crush
Trim Option 2
RL#718

DEC778 Boxwood
Trim Option 3
RL#690

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

188531-000

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Phoenix-Arcadia - 187
4201 E Thomas Road

(602) 825-2172

Tempe - 023
1719 E Southern Ave

(480) 968-9492

ScottsdaleContractor-084
8350EEvansRd#F2

(480) 607-7165

Villa Monterey 2

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Approved Color Schemes

LOCATION: Scottsdale, AZ, 85251

Scheme 3

DE6178 Boutique Beige
Main Body
RL#509

DET631 Cocoa Powder
Trim Option 1
RL#928

DE6173 Paper Sack
Trim Option 2
RL#564

DE6182 Beaumont Brown
Trim Option 3
RL#565

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

188531-000

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Phoenix-Arcadia - 187
4201 E Thomas Road

(602) 825-2172

Tempe - 023
1719 E Southern Ave

(480) 968-9492

ScottsdaleContractor-084
8350EEvansRd#F2

(480) 607-7165

Villa Monterey 2

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Approved Color Schemes

LOCATION: Scottsdale, AZ, 85251

Scheme 4

DEW318 Cottage White
Main Body
RL#091

DET680 Espresso Macchiato
Trim Option 1
RL#977

DEC771 Shaggy Barked
Trim Option 2
RL#655

DE6104 Chic Brick
Trim Option 3
RL#554

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

188531-000

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Phoenix-Arcadia - 187
4201 E Thomas Road

(602) 825-2172

Tempe - 023
1719 E Southern Ave

(480) 968-9492

ScottsdaleContractor-084
8350EEvansRd#F2

(480) 607-7165

Villa Monterey 2

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Approved Color Schemes

LOCATION: Scottsdale, AZ, 85251

Scheme 5

DE6214 Pigeon Gray
Main Body
RL#570

DE6211 Light Beige
Trim Option 1
RL#514

DET611 Iron-ic
Trim Option 2
RL#908

DET681 Moderne Class
Trim Option 3
RL#978

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

188531-000

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Phoenix-Arcadia - 187
4201 E Thomas Road

(602) 825-2172

Tempe - 023
1719 E Southern Ave

(480) 968-9492

ScottsdaleContractor-084
8350EEvansRd#F2

(480) 607-7165

Villa Monterey 2

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Approved Color Schemes

LOCATION: Scottsdale, AZ, 85251

Scheme 6

DEC716 Stonish Beige
Main Body
RL#677

DE6083 Badlands Sunset
Trim Option 1
RL#551

DE6145 Rocky Ridge
Trim Option 2
RL#560

DEC707 Foxtail
Trim Option 3
RL#632

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

188531-000

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Phoenix-Arcadia - 187
4201 E Thomas Road

(602) 825-2172

Tempe - 023
1719 E Southern Ave

(480) 968-9492

ScottsdaleContractor-084
8350EEvansRd#F2

(480) 607-7165

Villa Monterey 2

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Approved Color Schemes

LOCATION: Scottsdale, AZ, 85251

Scheme 7

DET513 California Sagebrush
Main Body
RL#810

DEC756 Weathered Brown
Trim Option 1
RL#679

DEW351 Antique White
Trim Option 2
RL#058

DEC743 High Noon
Trim Option 3
RL#614

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

188531-000

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Phoenix-Arcadia - 187
4201 E Thomas Road

(602) 825-2172

Tempe - 023
1719 E Southern Ave

(480) 968-9492

ScottsdaleContractor-084
8350EEvansRd#F2

(480) 607-7165

Villa Monterey 2

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Approved Color Schemes

LOCATION: Scottsdale, AZ, 85251

Scheme 8

DEC772 Navajo White
Main Body
RL#660

DET620 Barnwood Gray
Trim Option 1
RL#917

DE6112 Cedar Chest
Trim Option 2
RL#555

DE5265 Brown Eyes
Trim Option 3
RL#391

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

188531-000

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Phoenix-Arcadia - 187
4201 E Thomas Road

(602) 825-2172

Tempe - 023
1719 E Southern Ave

(480) 968-9492

ScottsdaleContractor-084
8350EEvansRd#F2

(480) 607-7165

Villa Monterey 2

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Approved Color Schemes

LOCATION: Scottsdale, AZ, 85251

Scheme 9

DE6218 Antique Paper
Main Body
RL#515

DE6221 Flintstone
Trim Option 1
RL#571

DET602 Gray Monument
Trim Option 2
RL#899

DEA002 Black
Trim Option 3
RL#476

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

188531-000

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Phoenix-Arcadia - 187
4201 E Thomas Road

(602) 825-2172

Tempe - 023
1719 E Southern Ave

(480) 968-9492

ScottsdaleContractor-084
8350EEvansRd#F2

(480) 607-7165

Villa Monterey 2

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Approved Color Schemes

LOCATION: Scottsdale, AZ, 85251

Scheme 10

DET614 So Chic!
Main Body
RL#911

DET613 Coal Miner
Trim Option 1
RL#910

DET544 The Green Hour
Trim Option 2
RL#841

DET465 Outlawed Orange
Trim Option 3
RL#762

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

188531-000

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Phoenix-Arcadia - 187
4201 E Thomas Road

(602) 825-2172

Tempe - 023
1719 E Southern Ave

(480) 968-9492

ScottsdaleContractor-084
8350EEvansRd#F2

(480) 607-7165

Villa Monterey 2

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Approved Color Schemes

LOCATION: Scottsdale, AZ, 85251

Scheme 11

DE6197 Modern Ivory
Main Body
RL#512

DE6208 Tuscan Mosaic
Trim Option 1
RL#569

DE6278 Stone Creek
Trim Option 2
RL#579

DEC747 Sahara
Trim Option 3
RL#634

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

188531-000

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Phoenix-Arcadia - 187
4201 E Thomas Road

(602) 825-2172

Tempe - 023
1719 E Southern Ave

(480) 968-9492

ScottsdaleContractor-084
8350EEvansRd#F2

(480) 607-7165

Villa Monterey 2

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Approved Color Schemes

LOCATION: Scottsdale, AZ, 85251

Scheme 12

DEC732 Aspen Yellow
Main Body
RL#658

DE6021 Outer Boundary
Trim Option 1
RL#542

DET563 Mission Bay Blue
Trim Option 2
RL#860

DEA002 Black
Trim Option 3
RL#476

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

188531-000

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Phoenix-Arcadia - 187
4201 E Thomas Road

(602) 825-2172

Tempe - 023
1719 E Southern Ave

(480) 968-9492

ScottsdaleContractor-084
8350EEvansRd#F2

(480) 607-7165

Villa Monterey 2

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Approved Color Schemes

LOCATION: Scottsdale, AZ, 85251

Scheme 13

DE6129 Rustic Taupe
Main Body
RL#502

DE6370 Charcoal Smudge
Trim Option 1
RL#592

DE6278 Stone Creek
Trim Option 2
RL#579

DE6131 Teddy Bear
Trim Option 3
RL#558

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

188531-000

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Phoenix-Arcadia - 187
4201 E Thomas Road

(602) 825-2172

Tempe - 023
1719 E Southern Ave

(480) 968-9492

ScottsdaleContractor-084
8350EEvansRd#F2

(480) 607-7165

Villa Monterey 2

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Approved Color Schemes

LOCATION: Scottsdale, AZ, 85251

Scheme 14

DEC748 Oyster
Main Body
RL#639

DET680 Espresso Macchiato
Trim Option 1
RL#977

DEA161 Wild Mustang
Trim Option 2
RL#450

DE6124 Whole Wheat
Trim Option 3
RL#557

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

188531-000

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Phoenix-Arcadia - 187
4201 E Thomas Road

(602) 825-2172

Tempe - 023
1719 E Southern Ave

(480) 968-9492

ScottsdaleContractor-084
8350EEvansRd#F2

(480) 607-7165

Villa Monterey 2

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.



SUBDIVISION: Approved Color Schemes

LOCATION: Scottsdale, AZ, 85251

Scheme 15

DE6220 Porous Stone
Main Body
RL#515

DET450 Prairie Clay
Trim Option 1
RL#747

DE6104 Chic Brick
Trim Option 2
RL#554

DE6314 Dark Pewter
Trim Option 3
RL#584

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. Dunn-
Edwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Discount*

Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

188531-000

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS

Phoenix-Arcadia - 187
4201 E Thomas Road

(602) 825-2172

Tempe - 023
1719 E Southern Ave

(480) 968-9492

ScottsdaleContractor-084
8350EEvansRd#F2

(480) 607-7165

Villa Monterey 2

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®

dunnedwards.com

* Discount valid at Dunn-Edwards stores only.
Offer not valid at Independent Paint Dealer
locations, as other discounts may apply.
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